
Maximize Revenue and Optimize Return on 
Marketing Investment (ROMI)

When it comes to the return on marketing investment, every penny counts 

and we should be able to account every penny.   ROMI isn’t a buzz word, it’s 

a fundamental process that evaluates marketing impact.   Whether you are 

a marketer that cringes at the thought of advanced statistical analysis, or a 

number junky, TopRight’s new marketing investment effectiveness tool, the 

RIGHTmix Manager™, is for you.   

With a user-friendly interface, our proprietary statistical and custom analyt-

ics helps create high-impact  marketing plans by utilizing optimization 

engines in conjunction with marketing mix models and current data.  It 

simplifies the complex interactions of consumer demand across clusters, 

channels, and vehicles given competitive actions, seasonality, and other 

external based factors.

  

However, it delivers impact that does beyond formulas and analytics. The 

RIGHTmix Manager is a tool that provides you with answers to your most 

critical marketing questions:  What is the optimal marketing mix?  Why did 

we miss our last quarter numbers?  Will this marketing plan help us reach 

our revenue target?  What will happen to revenue if we cut our 4th quarter 

advertising? And, so much more. 

RIGHTspend Model™ 
& RIGHTmix Manager™
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PRObleM STaTeMenT

What level of marketing investment is required to achieve my revenue 

and profitability objectives?   Is it better to stagger or stack tactics 

to maximize consumer purchase?  Which is more effective, television 

mixed with direct mail or direct mail mixed with radio?  What was the 

return on my marketing investment last quarter?  

Last year?

If you find yourself struggling with these types of questions, you 

are not alone.  Many marketers lie awake at night wondering how to 

analyze their marketing programs.  It can be especially difficult when 

there are many variables in the mix making it hard to figure out what 

is causing what.  

PRevIOuS OPTIOnS

Over the years, marketers have used rule of thumb metrics or calcu-

lated a simple cost per unit moved (CPU).  Some ignore some of the 

more difficult to measure tactics such as advertising and focus on 

analyzing the most tangible such as direct mail or in-store events.

There are other marketers who may engage a research company to do 

a marketing mix analysis.  The results of which can look more like 

a Ph.D. Dissertation or a PowerPoint® presentation with one time 

results.
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STeP 1:   DaTabaSe DevelOPMenT

During the first step, TopRight will prioritize strategic questions and 

generate hypotheses.  We will identify key data items required to 

build Marketing Investment Optimization Model.  We will gather the 

data in usable format and append, synthesize and clean it in order 

to create an aggregate database.  The database would then be parti-

tioned into segments such as household profile, clusters, etc.  

 

So, the question is – how do marketers achieve Ph.D. statistical 

analytics and custom modeling in a user-friendly environment that 

provides real world marketing plan ROMI and investment strategy?

TOPRIGHT’S SOluTIOn:
RIGHTSPenD MODel™

The RIGHTspend Model™ analyzes your historical spending and 

tactics and provides you with ROMI for both individual tactic and 

integrated tactical programs.

TopRight works with you to complete four steps which are outlined 

below.
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Each tactic’s lag to market impact and decay of market impact will 

be analyzed so that you can better plan for upcoming events.

 

Then, we will group the data appropriately into clusters or whatever 

works best for the client’s data.

 

Understanding incremental activity or “lift” associated with each 

tactic and mix of tactics is next.  First we will create a smoothed 

data baseline, then calculate the lift and match the lift percentages 

to specific marketing activity both on an individual and integrated 

basis in order to identify synergies among the tactics.  

Once we understand what works and what doesn’t, 

we input your spending to create a RIGHTspend 

Marketing Model.
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exaMPle QueSTIOnS THe RIGHTSPenD 
MODel™ anSweRS

n  How has advertising impacted traffic?
n  Have I spent too much on advertising? Not 

    enough?
n  Have I spent to much on trade promotions and 

    incentives? Not enough? 
n  How fast have appointments been made fol

    lowing a direct mail drop?
n  Which has worked better, advertising on Oprah 

    or Wheel of Fortune?
n  Has my competition made it more difficult to 

    achieve sales?
n  What was impact of a solo (e.g. DM) vs. 

    combined (DM plus TV) marketing campaign? 
n  Which marketing activities have provided the 

    greatest lift?
n  What should we do immediately to improve 

    ROMI based on analysis of historical 

    marketing impact?

Once we understand what works and what doesn’t, we input your 

spending to create a RIGHTspend Marketing Model.

  

This model looks backwards, taking historical marketing activities 

and plotting them against purchase and external conditions (like 

competition and demographics).  

It requires the completion of an iterative multipleregression process 

(could be 100+ formulas) to determine the “best fit,” or correlation 

among the variables – in essence figuring out what causes what. 
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exaMPle QueSTIOnS THe RIGHTMIx ManaGeR™ anSweRS

How much $$$ should you be spending on marketing?

How should I allocate my budget $$$ across various clusters, media, 

campaigns, vehicles, etc.?

What level of traffic, revenue and profit can we expect if, for exam-

ple: if I shift $$ allocations, I do a direct mail drop, I combine 3 TV 

spots with a DM drop? 

You simply enter in your inputs, click “Enter,” the RIGHTmix Man-

ager™ goes to work, and your output includes estimated revenue, 

traffic and ROMI.

TOPRIGHT SOluTIOn
RIGHTMIx ManaGeR™

The RIGHTmix Manager™ is a marketing investment optimizer de-

livered in a desktop solution with a user-friendly interface that helps 

you optimize your marketing plans right at your fingertips!  

It picks up where the RIGHTspend Model leaves off.  Starting with 

the outcomes of “best fit” and correlation coefficients, it helps you 

look forward to determine how you should invest your marketing dol-

lars moving forward.  

 

RIGHTspend Model™ and RIGHTmix Manager™ 

are tools for today’s marketer who is looking for 

a simplified way to calculate ROMI and optimize 

marketing plans to maximize revenue and profits. 
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exaMPle Of HOw THe RIGHTMIx ManaGeR™ wORkS

1. Determine your objective

    n  How much incremental purchase will be driven from using 

      direct mail and television in August?

2. Input your plan data

    n  Input the direct mail details such as distribution and timing

    n  Input television details such as GRPs and programming choice

3. Click “Enter” and the RIGHTmix Manager™ goes to work

4. Incremental sales or traffic is estimated from the tables

    n  Number of “new” and “repeat” and 

    n  Timing

5. Assess the spend level

    n  If the marketing plan provides more than required, consider in

       creasing the objective or reducing the budget

    n  If the marketing plan does not generate the amount required,

      develop a new marketing plan

SuMMaRy

RIGHTspend Model™ and RIGHTmix Manager™ are tools for today’s 

marketer who is looking for a simplified way to calculate ROMI and 

optimize marketing plans to maximize revenue and profits.  

We recognize that one size does not fit all, which is why we custom-

ize these tools to fit your specific needs.  


